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the meaning of tip the balance is to change a situation so that one person group etc is more able or likely to succeed to give

an advantage to someone or something how to use tip the balance in a sentence to cause a change esp in making

something more likely to happen introducing new fish to the lake tipped the balance and made it very hard for the trout that

were already living there definition of tip the balance from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge university

press c1 if something tips the balance or tips the scales it is the thing that causes a particular situation to happen or a

particular decision to be made when other situations or decisions are possible tip the balance scales in favour of the teams

were evenly matched until two quick goals from rooney tipped the balance in favour of england tip the balance to upset the

balance of a situation such that one side or element is favored or gains advantage the two candidates are so close in the

polls that both are vying for something that will tip the balance in their favor if something tips the balance or tips the scales it

is the thing that causes a particular situation to happen or a particular decision to be made when other situations or decisions

are possible the teams were evenly matched until two quick goals from donovan tipped the balance in favor of the u s tip the

balance or tip the scales to produce one result in a particular situation where before two possible results seemed equally
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likely as the election looms the two main parties appear so evenly matched that just one issue could tip the balance easy

learning idioms dictionary definition of tip the balance tip the balance or tip the scales to produce one result in a particular

situation where before two possible results seemed equally likely as the election looms the two main parties appear so evenly

matched that just one issue could tip the balance easy learning idioms dictionary idioms and phrases also tip the scales turn

the scale offset the balance and thereby favor one side or precipitate an action for example he felt that affirmative action had

tipped the balance slightly in favor of minority groups or new high tech weapons definitely tipped the scales in the gulf war or

just one more mistake will turn tip the balance scales meaning definition what is tip the balance scales to give a slight

advantage to someone or learn more 1 to furnish with a tip 2 to cover or decorate the tip of tip strawberries with chocolate 3

to remove the tip of tip artichokes 4 to dye the ends of hair or fur in order to blend or improve appearance phrasal verb tip in

printing to attach an insert in a book by gluing along the binding edge tip in a color plate idiom the meaning of tip is overturn

upset usually used with over how to use tip in a sentence seek balance in the long term not every instance in life prioritize

your activities knowing what matters is the first step finding balance requires saying no to something else so you can do

health information balance disorders on this page what is a balance disorder what are the symptoms of a balance disorder

what causes balance disorders how does my body keep its balance what are some types of balance disorders how are

balance disorders diagnosed how are balance disorders treated balance problems can be caused by several different

conditions the cause of balance problems is usually related to the specific sign or symptom sense of motion or spinning

vertigo vertigo can be associated with many conditions including benign paroxysmal positional vertigo bppv idiom also tip the
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scales add to word list add to word list to cause a change esp in making something more likely to happen introducing new

fish to the lake tipped the balance and made it very hard for the trout that were already living there definition of tip the

balance from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge health daily exercises you can do in 10 minutes for better

balance cut your risk of falls with these simple stability moves getty images by mike zimmerman en español published june

18 2019 just like strength balance declines with age and with a loss of balance comes an increased risk of injury and loss of

mobility balance exercises can help you keep your balance and confidence at any age balance exercises are especially

important for older adults because they can help prevent falls and help them keep their independence it s a good idea to

include balance training along with physical activity and strength training in your regular activity get simple tips to fight

inflammation and stay healthy from harvard medical school experts learn more those in the life program incorporated balance

and strength movements throughout their day for example squatting instead of bending over to close a drawer or walking

sideways while carrying groceries from the car to the house balance is the ability to maintain a posture move between

postures and the ability not to fall when reacting to an external disturbance here are some simple exercises to help improve

balance and strength tip the balance also tip the scales turn the scale offset the balance and thereby favor one side or

precipitate an action
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tip the balance definition meaning merriam webster Mar 26 2024

the meaning of tip the balance is to change a situation so that one person group etc is more able or likely to succeed to give

an advantage to someone or something how to use tip the balance in a sentence

tip the balance english meaning cambridge dictionary Feb 25 2024

to cause a change esp in making something more likely to happen introducing new fish to the lake tipped the balance and

made it very hard for the trout that were already living there definition of tip the balance from the cambridge academic content

dictionary cambridge university press c1

tip the balance scales cambridge english dictionary Jan 24 2024

if something tips the balance or tips the scales it is the thing that causes a particular situation to happen or a particular

decision to be made when other situations or decisions are possible tip the balance scales in favour of the teams were evenly

matched until two quick goals from rooney tipped the balance in favour of england
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tip the balance idioms by the free dictionary Dec 23 2023

tip the balance to upset the balance of a situation such that one side or element is favored or gains advantage the two

candidates are so close in the polls that both are vying for something that will tip the balance in their favor

tip the balance scales definition cambridge dictionary Nov 22 2023

if something tips the balance or tips the scales it is the thing that causes a particular situation to happen or a particular

decision to be made when other situations or decisions are possible the teams were evenly matched until two quick goals

from donovan tipped the balance in favor of the u s

tip the balance definition and meaning collins english Oct 21 2023

tip the balance or tip the scales to produce one result in a particular situation where before two possible results seemed

equally likely as the election looms the two main parties appear so evenly matched that just one issue could tip the balance

easy learning idioms dictionary
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tip the balance definition in american english collins Sep 20 2023

definition of tip the balance tip the balance or tip the scales to produce one result in a particular situation where before two

possible results seemed equally likely as the election looms the two main parties appear so evenly matched that just one

issue could tip the balance easy learning idioms dictionary

tip the balance definition meaning dictionary com Aug 19 2023

idioms and phrases also tip the scales turn the scale offset the balance and thereby favor one side or precipitate an action for

example he felt that affirmative action had tipped the balance slightly in favor of minority groups or new high tech weapons

definitely tipped the scales in the gulf war or just one more mistake will turn

tip the balance scales meaning of tip the balance scales in Jul 18 2023

tip the balance scales meaning definition what is tip the balance scales to give a slight advantage to someone or learn more
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tip the balance definition of tip the balance by the free Jun 17 2023

1 to furnish with a tip 2 to cover or decorate the tip of tip strawberries with chocolate 3 to remove the tip of tip artichokes 4 to

dye the ends of hair or fur in order to blend or improve appearance phrasal verb tip in printing to attach an insert in a book by

gluing along the binding edge tip in a color plate idiom

tip the scales definition meaning merriam webster May 16 2023

the meaning of tip is overturn upset usually used with over how to use tip in a sentence

the best way to find balance in your life psychology today Apr 15 2023

seek balance in the long term not every instance in life prioritize your activities knowing what matters is the first step finding

balance requires saying no to something else so you can do
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balance disorders causes types treatment nidcd Mar 14 2023

health information balance disorders on this page what is a balance disorder what are the symptoms of a balance disorder

what causes balance disorders how does my body keep its balance what are some types of balance disorders how are

balance disorders diagnosed how are balance disorders treated

balance problems symptoms and causes mayo clinic Feb 13 2023

balance problems can be caused by several different conditions the cause of balance problems is usually related to the

specific sign or symptom sense of motion or spinning vertigo vertigo can be associated with many conditions including benign

paroxysmal positional vertigo bppv

tip the balance definition cambridge english dictionary Jan 12 2023

idiom also tip the scales add to word list add to word list to cause a change esp in making something more likely to happen

introducing new fish to the lake tipped the balance and made it very hard for the trout that were already living there definition

of tip the balance from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge
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how to improve your balance in just 10 minutes a day aarp Dec 11 2022

health daily exercises you can do in 10 minutes for better balance cut your risk of falls with these simple stability moves getty

images by mike zimmerman en español published june 18 2019 just like strength balance declines with age and with a loss

of balance comes an increased risk of injury and loss of mobility

balance exercises mayo clinic Nov 10 2022

balance exercises can help you keep your balance and confidence at any age balance exercises are especially important for

older adults because they can help prevent falls and help them keep their independence it s a good idea to include balance

training along with physical activity and strength training in your regular activity

simple everyday activities can strengthen balance harvard Oct 09 2022

get simple tips to fight inflammation and stay healthy from harvard medical school experts learn more those in the life

program incorporated balance and strength movements throughout their day for example squatting instead of bending over to

close a drawer or walking sideways while carrying groceries from the car to the house
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exercises for improving your balance physiotherapy nhcs Sep 08 2022

balance is the ability to maintain a posture move between postures and the ability not to fall when reacting to an external

disturbance here are some simple exercises to help improve balance and strength

tip the balance definition meaning dictionary com Aug 07 2022

tip the balance also tip the scales turn the scale offset the balance and thereby favor one side or precipitate an action
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